Honored Artist of Russia Alexander Vetrov “My Childhood
Home in Autumn” colored etching, # 21/30, 2001, 22” x20”

Artist of Russia Stanislav Nikireev (1932-2007), Irena
Makoveeva, Vladimir Vorobyov, George Lapchinsky,
Anatoly Dverin (OPA) and Misha Lenn.

Honored Artist of Russia Irena Makoveeva “Three
Hedgehogs” dry point, 2004, #47/100, 2,5” x 8”.

www.fromrussiawithart.org, 857 253 8421
Cambridge, MA 02140
fromrussiawithart@gmail.com

12th Annual Holiday exhibition is curated by J. and
O. Koenig of Cambridge, MA. Olesya and Jerry are
Russian art experts, collectors and owners of From
Russia With Art gallery (www.fromrussiawithart.org) in
Cambridge. For the past 8 years the gallery also
maintains an internet presence and features several
moving exhibitions a year, selling and building
knowledge of contemporary Russian-American art and
Russian-American cultural relations. Works on display
will include etching, dry point and aquatints, which they
just brought back from a recent trip to Russia in July.

HOLIDAY EXHIBITION 2021:
November 27- December 17
Three honored Russian artists, one show
in the Art gallery. Vetrov’s scenes of Russian
villages in different seasons of the year,
churches in ruins, his home, and his mother
are all captured by his discerning eye with
brilliant color added to his etchings.
Meanwhile, the late Stanislav Nikireev’s
black & white etchings embody the seasons,
nature, and its creatures with stunning
detail. Makoveeva works present a rare
combination of animalism and graphic art,
with her superb dry points showing the
actual direction of contemporary art.
Original paintings, mixed media, and etchings of
the following Russian-American artists will be
featured at the exhibit: Alexander Vetrov, People’s

Vintage Russian handicrafts are on display and for sale at
the Holiday exhibit- 2021.
By appointment, please RSVP at 857 253 8421 and
fromrussiawithart@gmail.com.
The exhibition is open every day from 11AM-8PM in
Cambridge, from Saturday November 27th till Friday
December 17th, 2021. Happy and healthy Holiday season,
dear friends! Olesya & Jerry Koenig.

